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Introduction
This seemed to be an accessible paper with very few blank pages.
Candidates tended to lose marks because they did not explain their answers in full, often
assuming the examiner would know what they meant. Candidates need to be aware that
they must explain what they mean and examiners can only award marks for what is written
on the paper.
When evaluating studies, including their own practical, all too often candidates are offering
generic comments that could apply to several studies, rather than link it specifically to the
study being evaluated.
There also seems to be some confusion over task validity, which is often referred to as
ecological validity when candidates are referring to the task as being unrealistic.
Question 14(a) saw several candidates drop a mark due to omitting figures from the study
when describing the results. There is an expectation that candidates will know some (not
all) figures from the studies in detail especially the one named on the specification.
Once again candidates are answering the question asked rather than pre-prepared answers
eg for question 17(a) the vast majority of candidates answered in terms of Lucy and her
fear of dogs, rather than generally about classical conditioning or a study from classical
conditioning. However some candidates seem to think they will receive marks for repeating
what has been said in the stem of the questions eg saying that Sahira is 5 years old for
question 18 when the stem has told them she is 5 years old.
When it came to the practicals it was good to see that the majority of candidates had
carried out their own practicals, which helped with their understanding and ability to
answer the question especially the evaluation. However there was again evidence of some
unethical practicals, such as getting doctors' notes about schizophrenic patients. There was
also evidence of practicals that probably were not carried out, such as using PET scans to
determine differences in male and female brains.
The report that follows aims to point out good practices and common weaknesses that
occurred throughout this paper to give guidance on how to answer questions in future series
and avoid common mistakes.
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Question 13
This question was mixed in terms of quality of response. Some candidates gave full and
detailed answers and were given good marks. The majority of candidates mentioned both
practical and ethical issues, although marks were lost as they were not explicitly referred
to. The main reason that good candidates did not get full marks is that they did not always
extend their answers to explain what they were saying. The practical aspect of the question
tended to be answered better than the ethical aspect. Most candidates could write about
adequate conditions and then some went on to explain this in terms of food etc.
Good candidates were able to use Bateson’s cube in their answer and explain how it could
be used to decide if an animal experiment was ethical or not. They were also able to focus
on animal ethics rather than human ethics. They often mentioned the need for a home
office licence and could discuss how the results may not be transferable to humans.
Some candidates did not relate their answers to mice as stated in the stem, but talked
about rats. Other candidates talked about animals not being caused pain and suffering,
whilst the ethical guideline says they should not be caused unnecessary pain and pain can
be caused if it is justified. They also tended to talk about human ethics rather than animal
ethics.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate achieved 2 marks. Human ethics at the
start of the answer was ignored as this was not relevant
to the question. 1 mark for cost of upkeep as it is linked to
accommodation and special diet. 1 mark for experiment is
pointless as it cannot be related to humans so it is a waste
of time and money. The last sentence about stress was
ignored as they might be studying stress.

Examiner Tip

If the question asks about animal ethics do
not include human ethics as these are not
creditworthy.
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Examiner Comments

This achieved the full 6 marks. 1 mark for the first sentence,
suitable cage plus size plus amount. 1 mark for anaesthetic to
avoid unnecessary pain. The point about a qualified anaesthetist
is worth 1/2 a mark as there is insufficient detail at that point.
1 mark for the minimum amount of mice. The point about
alternatives is not enough. The candidate needs an example of
an alternative such as a computer program.
1 mark for similar brains, but not identical, so there is a need
to be careful when generalising. The point about shorter lives
and cameras is not well-expressed or explained sufficiently,
so only 1/2 mark given. Added with the other 1/2 mark, a
further 1 mark is achieved. 1 mark for the last sentence about
generations and gestation period.
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Question 14 (a)
Many candidates achieved 3 out of the 4 marks. It was good to see the majority of
candidates focused on the results. To gain full marks candidates needed to add plenty
of detail about the results and used accurate figures in their answers. Most candidates
were able to distinguish the differences in behaviour in the different conditions and make
references to the differences between the boys’ and the girls’ behaviour. Some candidates
went on to make conclusions, which is not what the question was asking for, and so limiting
their marks by not responding to the question as intended.
However, many candidates who did not gain all 4 marks did not include any figures from
the study, or if they did, the figures were inaccurate. It is expected that there will be some
knowledge of the figures and details for the studies, especially the named studies.
A few candidates described the whole study rather than focusing on the results only, so
limiting their marks, as they often did not write enough about the results to access all the
marks. Some candidates did not give sufficient detail when describing the results so limiting
their marks. There was also a lack of accuracy eg including there was no aggression in the
group by those who saw the non-aggressive model, when there was some aggression.

Examiner Comments

This response was given 1 mark. The first sentence is not enough detail to achieve
a mark. The second sentence is incorrect because behaviour can only be imitated
when there is a model eg if the candidate had included there was more aggression
in the group who saw the aggressive model. 1 mark for the 3rd sentence about the
model and imitator being the same sex. The last sentence is incorrect as there was
some aggression in the non aggressive model group, just not as much.

Examiner Tip

Read what you have written to make sure it is accurate.
Examiners can only mark what is on the paper, not what
they may assume you mean.
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Examiner Comments

This response was awarded the full 4 marks.
1 mark for the first sentence comparing the results between the
aggressive and the non aggressive groups.
2 marks for the second sentence about the boys watching male
and female role models with two sets of correct figures.
1 mark for the third sentence about same sex role model.
The last paragraph could also have gained 1 mark if there had
been another mark available for writing about imitating the
aggressive acts, but also for giving aggressive acts of their own.

Examiner Tip

Include accurate figures when
describing the results of a named
study in detail.
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Question 14 (b)
This was another well answered question. There were some very good explanations about
why the study may or may not have been valid. Generalisability tended to be answered
better than validity with candidates explaining why it could and could not be generalised.
Several candidates referred to ecological validity when they meant task validity.
Better candidates were able to explain the point they were making with reference to details
from the actual study rather than make generic evaluative points that could be applied to a
variety of different studies. They were able to focus on validity rather than reliability. These
candidates also were able to write about validity in terms that it may not be measuring
aggression and why it may not measure aggression, such as never seeing a Bobo doll
before, or thinking they were supposed to hit it because the adult had.
Marks were sometimes lost as candidates tended to bring all the generalisability issues into
one point, so only gaining one mark for them, rather than explaining each point on its own.
Candidates also lost marks because they did not explain their point eg mentioning it was not
ecologically valid as it was not a natural setting, but did not explain why it was not a natural
setting. Some candidates tended to say it was valid because it found what it wanted to find
with no reference to why they were measuring what they thought they were measuring.
There was also some confusion between validity and reliability with some candidates
referring to inter-rater reliability.
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Examiner Comments

This response was given 3 marks. 1 mark for
generalisability and the fact that children are
more likely to imitate, compared with adults.
1 mark for validity related to the lab setting
and how the study was artificial. 1 mark
for increased validity as it was set up like a
nursery.

Examiner Tip

If the question is for 4 marks you
need to make four comments.
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Examiner Comments

1 mark was given for children's results may be different for
adults.
The second point about clearly showing cause and effect
does not receive a mark as there is no explanation about
why it shows cause and effect, such as control over
extraneous variables eg levels of aggression before being put
in with the toys.

Examiner Tip

Make sure you explain the point you
are trying to make.
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Question 15 (a)
Most candidates were able to score 2 marks for this question, but only a few went on to
achieve the full 4 marks. Several candidates did not gain marks as they were assuming
examiners knew what they meant without adding the details eg stating they had an id but
adding no more detail.
Better candidates were able to state the age and stage, and where the pleasure was centred
and then go on to add more detail about the id or the type of behaviour shown by children
in this stage.
However the vast majority of candidates just put 2 points before going on to describe how
an adult would behave if they had been fixated in the stage, which is not a description of
the stage of development, but what happens later.

Examiner Comments

This candidate achieved 2 marks. 1 mark for
the oral stage and the age and 1 mark for the
sentence about the id. No marks for the rest
because it goes on to features of fixation.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate was given 3 marks. 1 mark
for oral stage plus age. 1 mark for pleasure
is the mouth plus putting things in their
mouth. 1 mark for the id plus having to have
what they want.
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Question 15 (b)
This question resulted in mixed answers, some achieving full marks and others achieving
none. Many candidates grasped the concept that it balanced the id and Superego, but many
omitted that it was the reality principle or included the ego for the morality principle. Not all
candidates read the question properly and there was a high percentage of answers omitting
an example and so limiting the marks that could be gained.

Examiner Comments

This candidate received 2 marks. The ego balances
the id with the Superego but it is not enough for a
mark at that point. Adding the term 'conflict' with no
explanation is not enough. It achieves 1 mark for the
first 2 sentences and 1 mark for the example, which is
well explained.

Examiner Tip

If the question asks for an example,
include one or marks will be limited.
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Question 16
Most candidates achieved all 4 marks, and clearly read the instructions "not to use the same
term more than once".

Question 17 (a)
On the whole there was a good working knowledge of classical conditioning and a good
ability to apply it to a new scenario. Several candidates were able to achieve full marks and
used Little Albert, adapting it to Lucy and dogs. There were some inventive pairing of a UCS
with the dog. Some candidates wrote about extinction and spontaneous recovery which
were not relevant to the question. Candidates who included an accurate diagram tended to
do better on this question as the diagram seemed to help with what they were writing as
well. Those who gave a written answer without the diagram tended to give insufficient detail
to access all the marks.
Some candidates were confused between the UCS and the CS, often thinking the dog was
the CS, and therefore did not gain credit for this.

16
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Examiner Comments

This response achieved all 5 marks. 1 mark for UCR = fear
plus NS = dog plus being bitten = UCS. 1 mark for dog =
CS plus fear = CR. 1 mark for generalising Lucy's phobia to
all dogs. 4 marks for the diagram if they were all available,
as the terms and example of Lucy are correct. However
only 2 marks are left before all the marks are gained.

Examiner Tip

Use a diagram of classical conditioning
to help explain your answer.
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Question 17 (b)
Token economy, aversion therapy and systematic desensitisation tended to be the most
popular answers. Token economy tended to be answered the best as candidates made more
reference to the results from supporting studies, followed by systematic desensitisation.
A few candidates described the therapy, either before starting to evaluate or instead of
evaluating.
Better candidates were able to successfully compare their chosen therapy with another
therapy and use the results of studies as supporting evidence.
Candidates need to remember to explain the point they are trying to make. When writing it
is more ethical, include what it is more ethical than and why it is more ethical.
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Examiner Comments

This response was awarded 3 marks. 1 mark for making them ill. No marks
for the sentence about heroin as the candidate does not explain what they are
trying to say. No mark for it being expensive as an explanation was needed ie
it is expensive compared to what or why it is expensive. 1 mark for explaining
why it is short due to it only being about 8-10 sessions. 1 mark for full consent
plus the right to withdraw.

Examiner Tip

Read what you have written carefully
to ensure it is understandable.
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Examiner Comments

0 marks as this response is just a description.
This is an example of a candidate not reading the
question properly.

Examiner Tip

Read the question and answer
the question asked.
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Question 18
The candidates who answered this question did quite well, with the majority referring to
Sahira throughout their answer. However, there were more blank answers than elsewhere
in the paper. A few candidates wrote about the wrong stage or wrote about social learning
theory, rather than the psychodynamic theory in relation to gender and some focused on
the Oedipus complex as it related to males rather than females.
Penis envy was often mentioned without any explanation.
Some candidates did not extend their answers fully eg they said Sahira resented her mother
but did not explain why, so did not gain credit. They also forgot to mention the process was
unconscious which is relevant when referring to Sahira's desire for her father. This showed
they did not have a full understanding of the process or perhaps assuming examiners would
accept that was what they meant.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate achieved 3 marks. 1 mark for electra
complex plus phallic stage further down the page. 1
mark for the sentence identifying with the mother. 1
mark for the sentence internalising her mother and
copying her behaviour.
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Examiner Comments

This was given all 5 marks. 1 mark for electra complex
plus phallic. 1 mark for penis envy explained in relation
to being annoyed with her mother. 1 mark for being
jealous because she unconsciously wanted her father.
The key term here is unconscious.

Examiner Tip

If the age is mentioned in the
stem it is not creditworthy if
repeated in the answer.

1 mark identifies with mother explaining feminine
behaviour. 1 mark for the sentence about trying to
get her father to like her. If there was another mark
available, the last sentence would also get a mark.
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Question 19
Most candidates wrote about the accuracy of dream analysis or if recovered memories
were true or false. The accuracy of recovered memories was confused occasionally with the
accuracy of eye witness testimony. Fewer candidates wrote about how the approach could
explain our love of horror, but those who did often gave good answers.
Some answers related to Michael Jackson but these were weak as they tended to make
definite statements eg he was abused by his father when this is alleged and they often
made very speculative and weak links to the psychodynamic approach. The use of
celebrities as a key issue is to be discouraged, as what is often stated as fact is not so.
Some candidates did not score a mark for part (a) as they did not write in the terms of an
issue eg they wrote dreams which is not an issue as we do dream. Candidates should write
an issue in the form of a question as this will ensure they get the mark.
The answers on dream analysis were better than those about recovered memories. Those
who wrote about the effectiveness of psychoanalysis tended to describe psychoanalysis
rather than include any results from studies to show whether it is or is not effective as a
treatment.
Candidates who wrote about the need for psychoanalysis often did so in a confused way by
not explaining the difference between its use for neuroses and psychoses.
Some candidates tended to describe the issue rather than apply concepts to the issue,
referring to the subconscious rather than the unconscious.
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Examiner Comments

Examiner Tip

This response gained 4 marks overall.
(a) 1 mark for identification. Whilst it is not written as a question
the candidate has identified what the debate is which is known as
a key issue.

When using research as a
concept to explain the key
issue, focus on the results.

(b) 3 marks for the explanation, although no marks for the first
sentence as it repeats what the debate is. What a repressed
memory is plus psychoanalysis could have achieved 1 mark, but
it is expressed better later on (see last 2 marks). 1 mark for the
Beth Rutherford, but no marks for Loftus and Pickrell as more
about the results is needed. No marks for Dalenberg, as this again
needs more about the results. 1 mark for the ego protecting us.
1 mark for the unconscious concept as it is expressed better here
than at the start of the answer.
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Examiner Comments

Overall this candidate achieved 6 marks.
(a) 1 mark for identifying clearly an issue in the form of
a question.
(b) All 5 marks for explanation.
No marks for multimillion pound business as this is
describing the issue not explaining it using concepts. 1
mark for unconscious wishes. 1 mark for dream analysis
explaining what the manifest and latent content are.
1 mark for interpretation of symbols. 1 mark for the
biological view explained. 1 mark at the end for little
Hans as it includes the findings of the study.
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Question 20
It is evident from the amount of detail in responses that the majority of candidates are
carrying out their own practicals and are clearly engaged with this aspect of the course. In
a small number of cases it appeared that some candidates had not carried out their own
practical and often wrote up a study as though they had carried it out eg by saying they
studied twins for schizophrenia using doctors notes. There were a very small number of
practicals that were unethical, such as getting confidential notes from doctors.
Some candidates confused the biological practical with the learning practical so gaining
nothing for part (a) and limiting the marks they could gain on parts (b) and (c).
Part (a) often gained 2 marks if it was written as an aim. The weaker aims tended to refer
to gender rather than males and females, again possibly presuming the examiner knew
what they meant. If it was written as a hypothesis it often gained one mark as it did not
operationalize both variables. It was often the DV that was unoperationalised eg including
males would be faster, but not saying what the unit of measurement was to see if they were
faster. Was it seconds or minutes?
Part (b) often received 1 or 2 marks. The better candidates gained all the marks because
they included comments on how the Mann Whitney U test was able to show if their results
were significant or not. Some candidates often just included they carried out the test but
offered no commentary on what it showed or the reason for what it showed. Very few
candidates mentioned the observed value in relation to their critical value. Some candidates
did not mention any figures from their results.
Part (c) was often well done, although when it came to ethical points, candidates did tend to
put all the issues together instead of explaining how two of them were met. This limited the
marks they could gain for the ethics of their study. Some candidates often did not link their
evaluation points to their practical, offering generic comments that could apply to several
studies, so limiting the number of marks they could gain. Some candidates also did not
elaborate and explain their answers. They may have included how it had controls and was
standardised, but did not mention what those controls were.
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Examiner Comments

Overall this candidate achieved 11 marks.
(a) 2 marks for the aim. The aim gets 2 the hypothesis 1 because its not
fully operationalised, so the aim gets the credit.
(b) 2 marks for the results. Figures are given to explain the difference
but no mention of significant difference in relation to the Mann Whitney
test and the observed and critical value.
(c) All 7 marks for the evaluation. 1 mark for practice effects ignoring the
bit about independent measures design. 1 mark for boys may be better
at video games in general. 1 mark for effects of demand characteristics
on girls. 1 mark for volunteer sample explained. 1 mark for ecological
validity explained.
1 mark for why it cannot be generalised to everyday life relating it to
parking a car in everyday life.
1 mark for why the results can be generalised as it only used participants
aged 17.

Examiner Tip

When evaluating your practical make sure
every point refers to something specific
in your practical to ensure you gain the
maximum points.
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Examiner Comments

Overall this response gained 7 marks.
(a) 2 marks for the aim. The aim gets 2 marks as the candidate
has explained what they mean by gender. The hypothesis gets 0
marks because it gives no idea of what the task is eg spatial task.
(b) 0 marks for the results as these were not given. It was not a
correlation.
(c) 5 marks for the evaluation. 1 mark for the age range making
it difficult to generalise. 1 generic mark for ecological validity as
it is not related to anything about their practical. 1 generic mark
for order effects as again this is not explained in terms of the
candidate's practical. 1 mark for consent just explained 1 mark for
the control explained in terms of the same amount of time given
which is linked to the candidate's practical.
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Question 21
This seemed to be an accessible question with very few blanks compared to the previous
series. Most candidates did answer all aspects of the question including the comparison with
another explanation of gender. However some candidates lost marks because one aspect of
their answer was not as good as the other aspects. When evaluating, many candidate just
referred to Bandura and Money with, in some cases, little evidence of any further knowledge
of the topic. When comparing approaches, there needs to be more emphasis on how the
different approaches are similar and different, rather than just offering a description of one
approach followed by a description of another.
Better candidates were able to describe a learning theory and use relevant examples
to illustrate the point. When describing operant conditioning they knew the difference
between negative reinforcement and punishment and how they could be used in gender
development. Their evaluations were often well explained with many points being elaborated
and comparisons explained. When evaluating they often included the results of several
studies, not just the results of Bandura and Money.
Other candidates could have improved their descriptions by the use of examples relevant
to gender development. Their descriptions often lacked the use of key terms such as
positive reinforcement. When evaluating, points tended to be underdeveloped and not
explained enough and comparisons were also underdeveloped eg saying both learning and
psychodynamic explanations looked at nurture, but then did not include how they looked at
nurture.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate gained all 12 marks.
The description is Level 4. SLT includes several terms
explained well and good examples relating to gender. This
could achieve Level 4 on its own and references to operant
conditioning adds to the answer.
A clear explicit comparison with the biological approach is also
Level 4. Evaluation is Level 4 with good evidence explained,
Money, the follow up, Bandura Ross & Ross. A weaker
application is given, but in the context of the exam this does
not detract from the evaluation. Nor does the statement at
the end about SLT not explaining why we imitate same sex
role models when it does. This is an excellent example of what
could be expected for this question under exam conditions.
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Examiner Comments

This response gained 6 marks. The description is just Level 3.
Although only theory is included, it is fine given the wording
of the question. It is not Level 4 because the terms mentioned
are not always explained. There is a clear comparison with
the biological approach but it then goes on to describe the
biological approach in great detail. There is one separate weak
evaluation point about David Reimer which is not explained.
Therefore it has to be Level 2 as the description and evaluation
are not good.

Examiner Tip

In essays make sure the description
and evaluation are both good or very
good, otherwise marks will be limited
to Level 2.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:
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•

When evaluating studies make sure the points refer to something specific about that
study rather than a comment that could apply to several studies.

•

If the question asks for an example make sure you include an example.

•

When talking about how a task in a study is not a realistic task, refer to it as task
validity rather than ecological validity.

•

If describing the results of a study in detail include some accurate figures.

•

When describing results from your practical include reference to the statistical test used
and the observed and critical values in relation to whether the results are significant or
not.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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